Cardiology Physician Assistant Opportunity
Bay Area Medical Center
Marinette, WI

Job Description:

- Full-time position
- Walk into a busy, established clinic practice
- Intervventional Cardiology (surgical and non-surgical)
- Perform complete evaluations on patients
- Coordinate and evaluate healthcare for hospitalized patients, clinic patients, and disease management clinic in collaboration with Cardiologist
- Establish working diagnosis based upon acquired data and develop treatment plan
- Provide appropriate follow up care
- Exercise judgment on conditions requiring consultation, referral or evaluation by supervising Cardiologist
- Weekend call with physician every third weekend (no week night call)
- New graduates encouraged to apply

Employment Package - Full Range of benefits including:

- Sign-on bonus and relocation allowance
- Health, dental and vision single and family plans
- Short- and long-term disability
- Life insurance
- 401K
- Generous paid time off plus 6 legal holidays
- Paid-for medical licenses and DEA
- Paid-for malpractice insurance
- $2,500 per year for professional memberships and CME related items

Requirements:

1. Must hold a degree in physician assistant studies from an accredited college or university.

2. Must hold a valid Wisconsin state physician assistant license.

3. Certified by the National Commission on the Certification of Physician Assistants.

4. Cardiovascular disease patient experience preferred, but not required.

About Bay Area Medical Center:

Bay Area Medical Center is a 99-bed, non-profit medical center in Marinette, Wisconsin. We are located one hour north of Green Bay on scenic Lake Michigan. BAMC maintains a historically strong connection with its community, and offers an array of community-oriented programs and services to improve the health of local residents. We are in the process of building a brand new, state of the art facility due to be completed in the summer of 2018. Come grow with us!

Contact Information

Contact Becky Beal, Medical Staff Recruiter, at bbeal@bamc.org for more information.